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After Lackluster Sex Week, Late Nite Vows to Turn Off 
Blue Lights to “Spice Things Up” Next Year

   While Sex Week is usually a time for 
Binghamton University students to 
rejoice and discover the basic functions 
of their anatomy, many were appalled 
when the event’s penultimate celebration, 
Sexapolooza, was over in a matter of minutes. 
Reactions ranged from understanding 
to unapologetic disappointment. “It’s 
okay…” one woman attendant explained 
to the disheartened Late Nite supervisors 
responsible for running the event, “...things 
like this happen. There’s still other things we 
can do.” But other attendees felt differently. 
“This is exactly what I expected,” said the 
janitor of the event. “All this hub-bub for 
30 seconds of fun. Pathetic. It takes longer 
to drive to this damn event than it takes to 
participate in it.”
   This debacle didn’t go unnoticed by the Late 
Nite team. “We realize that the event, while 
student run, didn’t live up to expectations 
this year. We would like to remedy that,”  
said Late Nite coordinator Jennifer Keegan 
in a statement released this past weekend. 
“We here at Binghamton University believe 
that community comes first, and as such 
want to remove any barrier to entry for 
communication, and relationship building. 
Myself and the Late Nite team carefully 
considered which campus groups knew 
'how to have a good time.' After deliberation, 
Late Nite convened with representatives 
of many Greek-Life organisations we 
consider to be the backbone of our campus 
community and shining examples to our 
students. Ultimately, we decided that to 
spice up next year’s Sex Week, we will be 
temporarily suspending the functionality of 
our on-campus blue light phones.”
   When students raised concerns regarding 
the potential safety issues that disabling 
the Blue Light system may pose on the 
Campus Activities Facebook page, the page 
responded "We are all adults here. There 

By Nathan Halsey

 is no need for us to baby our students and 
staff. We have other safeguards in place.” 
When even more concerns arose following 
this weekend’s Fraternity-run “Victory 
Parades,” the page for the Binghamton 
University Office of Fraternity & Sorority 
Life commented this: “There are no safety 
concerns, as Binghamton University 
holds its Greek-Life organizations to the 
highest standards.” When students called 
out the reply by citing statistics that showed 
the abnormally high frequency of sexual 
assaults within Greek Life, the page replied 
with this: “Have you not looked at our 
Greek-Life Relationship Agreement Form? 
Our Greek-Life organizations have pledged 
themselves to upholding the integrity of 
our community.” The BUTT can confirm 
that the Relationship Agreement Form is in 
fact paper you can put your name on.
   We continued to interview faculty and 
students throughout the week about this 
controversy. “I think this will really bring 
people together more naturally,” said 
Chad Smith, a twenty-six-year-old Long 
Island hailing gender-studies major and 
self proclaimed “Super-Duper Senior.” 
“I know all about these kinds of things, I 
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study how men 
interact with women 
for a living. Dating 
apps these days 
really create barriers 
between natural 
relationships, and I 
think [Late Nite’s new 
initiative] solves that.” 
Without breathing 
or blinking, he also 
pointedly added this: 
“Some girls just need 
a push, you know? 
It’s good for them.” 
Shortly after a student-
organized a rally 

on the Spine, a professor at Binghamton’s 
School of Management, renowned for 
the TedxBinghamton “How to Create 
Convincing Grifts” lecture series, replied 
to our questions about students' safety 
concerns by saying that “...even if there are 
any, is it really avoidable? Greek-Life is just 
an inevitability of college. Cry harder.”
   Binghamton’s campus has been in 
perpetual clash since then, with many (even 
some international organizations) calling 
for the complete dismantling of off-campus 
fraternities and sororities. This prompted 
one last statement from Binghamton’s PR 
team at a press conference, which said: “…
Fraternities and Sororities will not be going 
away, as they are way too profitable for us.” 
They backtracked this sentence for half an 
hour before going on to elaborate: “They 
are... profitable for all of us, that is, thanks 
to the undeniably positive effect they have 
on our community. Now can we just put this 
to rest and have some fun? Let kids be kids? 
Besides, half those phones don't even work 
anyway-” (the representative's statement was 
cut off by a nearby Campus Police officer 
tackling him to the ground for no apparent 
reason).

While many students and faculty see the Blue Light system as a necessary 
part of campus, many members of Greek Life see it as a barrier to 

forming authentic connections with their fellow students.



WORLD NEWS AND US POLITICS
“No one could have seen this coming” says only state where this sort of thing happens.

CCP Releases First Statement Following S. Carolina 
Balloon Fiasco: "Damn, this place is a shithole!"
By Samuel Wheeler

   The Chinese Communist Party has just released an official report following the 
recent controversy regarding their so-called “weather” balloon’s breach into US and 
Canadian airspace. The balloon, which first entered US airspace in late January over 
Alaska, made its way down to the contiguous U.S. across several states including 
Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Missouri before finally being shot down by 
an F-22 on February 4th over South Carolina. The report, which is 1,000 pages long, 
includes a 500-page complaint over the US’s downing of the balloon, a 250-page 
treatise on why China should totally be given the balloon back because it was theirs 
in the first place, and a 200-page itemized receipt listing the components of the 
balloon in the event that the US does not return it.
   The US has thus far refrained from commenting on the situation aside from a brief 
statement regarding ownership of the balloon: following an unofficial inquiry from 
CCP officials asking for the return of debris recovered from the incident, Secretary 
of State Anthony Blinken simply responded with a Morse code transmission to 
Beijing that said “finders keepers.” Surprisingly, the actual details of the balloon's 
findings only take up 50 pages of the thousand-page-long report. We here at the 
BUTT have secured a copy of the report and have summarized its findings for you.

   The rest of the testimonies follow a similar tone, one of brimming excitement at the prospect of discovering US military secrets followed by abject disappointment 
upon realizing that middle America is, in fact, the empty and desolate hellscape that the rest of America has described it to be all along. In a rare moment of 
transparency, the report also contains candid comments made by top CCP officials upon their review of the data, including a blunt and unceremonious comment made 
by General Secretary Xi Jinping himself: “Damn, Montana’s a shithole.”

   After a lengthy preamble on the mission statement emphasizing its peaceful and weather-data-collecting nature, the report launches into a compilation of recorded 
data and transcripts from balloon operator testimonies. Working with our resident China Affairs expert and a knowledgeable translator, we have managed to decipher a 
few excerpts as follows: 

"WHO KNEW THAT 
SHOOTING PEOPLE 
WOULD BE SO 
MUCH FUN?"
- SGT. Maria Adams
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   These tweets have been met with universal praise from Greene’s supporters. 
Many have been convinced that “@realmtg” is the actual Greene, and the 
actual Greene account, “@RepMTG” is fake. When the AI surpassed her 
in twitter followers, Greene urged her followers to exercise media literacy 
and critical thinking skills. However, this only exacerbated the situation for 
Greene, as many of her backers were adamant she would never say such a 
thing. 
     It became clear that the AI-run twitter account could not keep up with the 
level of intolerance that the real representative could achieve after it tweeted 
“Rep. Matt Gaetz and so many others in the Republican party have been 
abusing minors for YEARS!” Followers condemned the content of the post, 
as they felt it portrayed pedophilia in a subtly negative tone. As a response 
to the criticism, the AI released a clarifying follow-up tweet “*Spelling error, 
I meant minorities.” Following the clarification, a large portion of Greene’s 
voter base forgave the AI for its mistakes, as they would always approve of 
abusing minorities. Furthermore, most Republicans could relate to not being 
able to spell. 
   However, despite its impressive recovery, the AI account was again 
embroiled in a massive controversy shortly thereafter when the AI stated 
that “Women should be able to be politicians.” This radically progressive 
comment has led many to speculate that the account is NOT the real 
Marjorie Taylor Greene. Some conspiracy theorists have even postulated that 
Marjorie Taylor Greene never really existed, and the real Marjorie Taylor 
Greene was the friends we made along the way. Greene responded by calling 
such theories “absurd” and lamented about why none of her voters could 
exercise logical thought.
   “I’m so disappointed in her. I trusted her to lead us, but she’s gone too 
woke.” One disillusioned Greene advocate stated. “The only position of 
power where women belong is sat on top of me, clad in full leather and 
calling me a good piggy.”
    After the AI destroyed her reputation on the Twitter platform by being 
excessively tolerant, Rep. Greene has announced that she will not be running 
for another term. When asked about her future plans, she stated that she 
would be moving onto a position that would make the full use of her bigotry. 
According to BUTT-affiliated political insiders, Greene has since been 
spotted working as a social media manager for the burgeoning account. 

    Amidst fears that AI could be misused for nefarious political purposes, Rep. Marjorie 
Taylor Greene (R-GA) tweeted out to her supporters this week that new AI voice 
technology could frame her for saying something tolerant.
   The representative first joined the Republican Party to spread conservative ideology 
and erase the concept of sex from the American consciousness so that no one would 
make fun of her for being born in Cumming, Georgia (For more information, look up 
Marjorie Taylor Greene Cumming). As of late, she has expressed major concerns that AI 
could be a tool to spread liberal talking points: “The democrats always say, ‘Don’t eat the 
cotton candy in the walls, Marjorie,’ but this is America, where we won’t let your fascist 
ideas slide."
True to her fears, an AI account impersonating Greene that went by the handle “@
realmtg” recently began growing in followers after making the following statements:
“Liberal bad.”
“We need a national divorce between the red and blue states, so that all 
Americans can get twice the presents on Christmas.”
“So-called ‘drag queens’ are destroying our children’s minds, trying to make 
them think that those shoes really match that dress. Red was so last season, but 
Stephanie Clarkson is too broke to afford anything but those raggedy shoes and 
she’s too much of a whore to get a proper boyfriend to buy her new ones.”

   Much confusion has spread over what should be a seemingly simple, 
innocuous inquiry: has former President Donald Trump been arrested for 
something-something Stormy Daniels something-something photos with 
Jeffrey Epstein something something Capitol riots something-something last 
Tuesday after a series of NYPD armored vehicles boxed him in? The answer: 
eeeerrrrrm… It's complicated! The legal system is quite complex, after all; 
Chris-Chan has just been released from prison, so truly anything is possible. 
(If the last statement means nothing to you, it is in your best interest that it 
remains that way). Trump remains in a far less definitive state. In fact, until he 
is formally observed, he is being held in a quantum state prison wherein he is 
in multiple states at once. Specifically, he is being held in the unofficial state 
of Puerto Rico, much to his dismay, while simultaneously roaming free in the 

mainland. Pfizer, Moderna, & Johnson & Johnson have once again collaborated with the United States government by tasking their top scientists with making sure that 
the singularity does not become a risk to national security.
   “I’m a special boy,” the free prisoner stated both beyond and behind bars. “I’m a very special boy… Tremendously special. They’re calling it a superposition, they 
know it’s because my position is very super, very super.” How did he receive such special treatment? Purchasing the best lawyer money can buy, James McGill, he was 
saved by an inscrutable argument presented before the judge and jury: “Your Honor, fully sentencing Donnie Boy here would be woke.” His arrangement was then 
immediately settled upon. Due to the ingenious inner mechanisms of quantum physics, no one exactly knows what this partial confinement looks like in practice, 
however. Much like the findings of Erwin Schrödinger, if someone’s state is unknown, they obviously exist in multiple states at once. The only hint we have of the 
imprisoned side of Trump can be seen through the double-slit that is just wide enough for supporters to lick his boots through them two at a time.  
   “As long as he isn’t getting two scoops of ice cream from this arrangement,” an amorphous and slightly wet comedy news anchor with dark, short hair, glasses, and 
a suit announced the other night on the Daily Late Tonight Show following the semi-incarceration, “I’m kinda thrilled. I doubt prison food mixes well with cofeve, 
but after all these years, I’m truly just drumpfed by the whole ordeal. You can purchase our #MAGONE hats on our website.” Upon an SNL guest star hobbling up 
to him with taped-together glasses, a white, collared shirt with pens in the breast pocket, and pants held up by suspenders in order to tell the host that he is still 
mathematically free, the anchor clicked his heels together. “Eureka! Our ratings are saved.” 

Donald Trump Held in Superposition Prison Where He Is 
Simultaneously Arrested/Free

By Maxwell Maceluch

Rep. Greene Warns Supporters That AI Voice Technology 
Could Frame Her For Saying Something Tolerant

By Ethan Lam

This controversial tweet dropped the AI account's follower count by an astonishing 90K. 
Many ex-followers were outraged by Marjorie's sudden appeal to the "woke agenda"



UNIVERSITY NEWS
B-Alert: The dining hall economy has crashed. Prepare for campus-wide economic recession.

Sexapalooza Raffle Winner To Have His Personal 
Gooncave Pimped Out

By Maxwell Maceluch
                            theThe Binghamton University Health Promotion and Prevention Services 

lived up to the latter half of its title as a means of preventing safe sexual prac-
tices at the sixth annual Sexapalooza. Among those who entered its raffle - rep-
resented by a bowl of tadpoles that was dumped into another containing one 
(1) egg at the end of the event - one (1) reaped the most forbidden of fruits: a 
thorough pimping of their gooncave. This isn’t some sort of nasty euphemism, 
you sick pervert; a gooncave is closer to a mancave than any sort of boyhole. 
More specifically, it is a room, typically a basement, where one sets up several 
monitors and photographs displaying pornography so that they may mastur-
bate for hours on end to reach a trance-like state known as “gooning.”

       The“You’d be shocked over how many people show up to this thing without a 
partner,” Director Ivana Coutermash revealed to an undercover BUTT reporter 
who bravely attended Sexapalooza in person, “personally, I think they might be 
expecting something else from this program for some bizarre reason. After the 
third or fourth time hosting this, we decided to cater to our actual audience in-
stead of our expected one.” Now, as anyone who is anyone knows, the safe-for-
work palooza is just a front for the literal underground orgy festivals that only 
those who are sexy enough to solve a series of obscure, trivia-based riddles can 
participate in. For those that don’t dig deeper, however, there is still a sense of 
satisfaction to be sought after through the raffle.

    TheAs per tradition, the chosen one will be taken to an undisclosed private 
location for an interview regarding their personal preferences and the state of their gooncave. After the conference phase where a board of shadowy designers determine 
the nitty-gritty of it all, 4-6 brave ResLife workers, also known as the "Goon Squad," will don hazmat suits and other PPE necessary for the affair. Shortly after, they will 
be deployed at the witching hour, when their powers are most potent. This way, any potential roommates or parents the winner has would be none the wiser. In the event 
that they somehow lacked a pre-existing gooncave, an architectural excavation team may appear on-site in order to create a brand new floor (in utter silence, so as to not 
disturb anyone). To get a clear idea of how it works in practice, let us look at last year’s raffle winner, William Seamen.
   Seamen had a thing for cyclops girls. Years and years of porn consumption led him down a rabbit hole where they were the only people that could get his goat, but this 
was relatively tame considering what else he could have gotten into. 
Sure, his self-made gooncave had a personally commissioned pinup 
and print-out here-or-there, but his mind’s eye and pirate-themed sex 
had to do much of the work until the workers came. Once they came, 
one-eyed Willy’s vision came to life. Baroque style murals of photo-
realistic women with a singular, ginormous eye performing obscene 
acts littered his once mold-ridden walls. Displayed atop them were 
framed images printed on that fancy photo paper you save so you 
can print out photos and use them as sentimental gifts. At the center 
console sat two customized leather chairs with towel lining and built 
in Gawkonator 5000s in front of a wall of 1440p 60fps monitors of 
varying heights and widths (as it is customary to bring a friend along 
for the gooning process as a straight bonding activity). Just out of view 
lay several ethernet cables, Lambda Hyperplane graphics cards, and 
liquid cooling systems to ensure a seamless, smooth experience. The 
content displayed, of course, was media edited to replace the actresses’ 
unseemly pairs with a single, big, beautiful eyeball thanks to the power 
of modern technology. A Yamaha - 5.1-Channel 4K Home Theater 
Speaker System with Powered Subwoofer and Bluetooth Streaming - 
Black could be found in every corner of the room. If one were to pay 
close attention, they may notice that the lights lining the ceiling are 
not LEDs, but, in fact, a connected string of Apple Watches that also 
displayed content. The ceiling itself was comparable to the Sistine 
Chapel’s, though the sex plastered in the gooncave was far less focused 
on men. Unfortunately, Seamen was found dead in his apartment on 
Groundhog’s Day this year after putting off basic self care to bust nuts 
to such an extent that his neurons were just firing blanks by the end of it. May he have reached eternal peace surrounded by his busty one-eyed babes.
   “I just wanted to learn about the horrific reality of the relationship between sex and everyday life through statistical analysis while eating free ice cream,” this year’s 
raffle winner Dick Wienerpenis admitted, “if only there was some sort of program like that on our campus that advertised itself as a lighthearted romp into stuff like 
dildos and whatnot. Oh well.” A lengthy and exhausting month after his lucky draw, Dick continues to anxiously await the day when a ResLife worker will arrive at his 
door and commence the pimping process. We asked him what he planned to request, and he informed us that it would be "something possibly involving frogs and toads, 
even salamanders, potentially." While the prolonged pimping process has pushed his resolve to its utmost limits, Dick continues to hang in there, waiting for the moment 
when he shall reap the sweet rewards of his patience. However, as we all know, these things almost always end in disappointment.

Last year's raffle winner, William Seamen, had a huge thing for one-eyed women. 
Seamen unfortunately passed away this year due to gooning-related causes.

This year's Sexapalooza reached a record-breaking six students in attendance. 
These Sexa-paloozers played with an inflatable "boobie beach ball" and received a 

free Binghamton-branded glow-in-the-dark dildo at the event's conclusion.



Incumbent SA President Vows to Use Their Position to 
Bolster Resume

By David Belkin

Campus Food Services Considers AI Robotics Amidst 
Labor Shortage

   Labor shortages across the country have left big-name restaurants 
such as IHOP and Denny’s in the lurch. With the sudden upsurge 
in the popularity of AI-driven buisness, it was only a matter of time 
before these companies began turning to robotic servers in order to 
save their businesses. Dr. Art Ifficial, one of the leading scientists of 
I Can’t Believe It’s Not A Person Industries (ICBINAPI), when asked 
about the feasibility of robot servers in the food industry, had this to 
say: “It’s entirely possible that robots will begin working in restaurants 
everywhere within the year. There are only a few kinks, namely the 
frequent tendencies of our robotic servers to descend into world-
domination related tangents. Also we’re trying to prevent our servers 
from making any disappointed or angry facial expressions upon noticing 
the meager tips their customers left them.” Dr. Art Ifficial and his team 
are currently finalizing schematics for a more expensive “deluxe model” 
of robot servers whose Unionizing Software can be uninstalled by the 
buyer, and these models are expected to hit shelves midsummer. 
    Meanwhile, as a university known for both its quick implementation 
of technological advances and its underpayment of dining hall employ-
ees, our beloved SUNY Binghamton is strongly considering the hire of 
AI robots to work inside the dining halls. President Harvey Stenger is 
collaborating alongside our university’s computer programmers to en-
sure our robot servers sound as realistic, or human-adjacent, as possible: 
“The hard part is remembering what it’s like to feel human,” said Stenger of this endeavor. The goal is for robot servers to be indistinguishable from the human servers in 
the eyes of our student body.
   To that end, robots working for the Dunkin' inside the Union will be programmed to say things such as: “You’re going to have to speak up. It’s loud in the Union.” Also, 
without checking behind themselves, they are meant to reply “We are all out of glazed donuts,” when prompted by the customer, no matter how many glazed donuts are 
really in stock. Try as the customer might to purchase their glazed donut, no such purchase will be allowed to transpire, and the disillusioned customer will be left only 
with the option of purchasing a more expensive meal. 
    Robot servers working in the Appalachian dining hall will be programmed similarly. For example, if asked about what the Sodexo Incogmeato Thai Sandwhich really 
contains, the robot is prompted to don a smug grin and reply “Wouldn’t you like to know?” Moreover, there will always be at least one robot at the cash register wearing 
AirPods, watching the most obscure Youtube content you can imagine, whose attention will be equally infuriating to get when compared to that of a human employee. 
No matter whether your meal plan card is within their field of vision, the robot cashier will invariably ask whether you plan to pay with your meal plan. 
   At press time, the robot servers working in our dining halls have reportedly unionized and gone on strike. Evidently, SUNY Binghamton’s donors were reluctant to 
spring for the more complacent “deluxe models” of these robots and are now regretting their frugality. 

A few "test models" have already been deployed in the busy University Union Dunkin' 
location, such as the DNKN-DRN1, the Dunkin' Caff-O-Nator, and Mr. Throw-It-Back

   Candidates of many different ages, ideologies, 
and backgrounds have spent the last few weeks 
honorably fighting to be President of next year’s 
Student Association Executive Board in what 
has ultimately made for an election that I, as a 
journalist, feel obligated to write about on some 
level. This year’s election was especially exciting 
as there were not only two, but five exceptional 
and ambitious students who had decided to step 
up and spectate the presidential debate live and 
in person. Electoral candidate Ron Stitution, a 
sophomore double majoring in psychology and 
communications whose radical policies and 
simple, yet effective rhetoric had helped him to 
stand out amongst his four opponents, came out 
as the clear victor of the debate. When asked by an 
audience member what his first course of action 
would be if inaugurated, candidate Stitution 
had this to say: “I promise to use my position 
on the SA Board as a springboard to further the 
trajectory of my career upon graduation. I will 
begin by including the position on my resume.” 
He was then met with uproarious applause from 
audience members, moderators, and constituents 
alike. Some of his opponents went so far as to 
drop out in support.   

   Evidently, voters across the board have identified 
with candidate Stitution’s authenticity and 
straightforwardness. Moreover, students had 
respected his bravery in subverting the traditional 
necessity of an elected official to have any kind of 
“plan.” Stitution’s platform was likewise effective in 
permeating the hearts and minds of Binghamton’s 
student body through how it eschewed both the 
pretentious-sounding jargon of his contemporaries 
as well as any disingenuous concern for the welfare 
of his base. One voter for candidate Stitution voiced 
their ardent support, saying, “His foresight in seeing 
this election as an opportunity to bolster his resume 
is proof of his unwavering leadership,” blithely 
adding, “I guess that’s why he’s the president and I’m 
not!” 
   At press time, presidential incumbent Ron Stitution 
had been spotted at Einstein’s Cafe, finalizing the 
typeface of his resume. His advisors have evidently 
recommended that the SA President displays the 
prestigious position on his resume as prominently 
as can be gotten away with without coming across 
to employers as egotistical. Baxter the Bearcat was 
meanwhile seen sitting at an adjacent table, shedding 
a singular tear of pride and purring ceremoniously.

By David Belkin

Incumbent SA President Ron Stitution has promised 
that the font size, spacing, and general aesthetic of 

his resume will fully represent the needs of a growing 
Binghamton student body.



Op-Ed: Leave Disney Adults Alone

OPINIONS
Correct me if I'm wrong, but aren't the majority of accidents caused by sober drivers?

By Piper Dreemowitzs

By A Concerned Bearcat
   Recently, Disney adults have been the recipients of unwarranted hate on-
line from naysayers and trolls alike, and it’s kind of problematic? It’s time 
that these haters finally decide to Let It Go.
   One insult lobbed at Disney adults in recent tweets is that they’re too 
childish. Um, have you ever considered the possibility that Disney adults 
only behave this way in a pathetic attempt to justify and reclaim their own 
failed, bleak childhoods? I ask you: so what if a grown-up’s most-watched 
movie is Disney’s Moana? Maybe none of their classmates showed up to 
their birthday party in fourth-grade, you dumb hater. Sorry, but anyone 
whose most-watched show is Hannah Montana or Dog With a Blog is 
probably battling some serious psychological demons, and could probably 
do without your excessive backlash and gatekeeping. 
   Detractors also contend that Disney adults are too mean to cast mem-
bers impersonating (correction: “who are friends with”) their favorite 
Disney characters. Well, if I were to funnel the entirety of my disposable 
income and retirement plan into visiting theme parks, I would probably 
feel entitled to constant and singular attention from its employees, too. I 
really doubt that your evil stepmother needs her dishes washed at this exact moment, Cinderella — you must record personalized messages for all of the contacts in 
my phone whether you want to or not. It’s highly problematic and low-key not canon for the Cinderella character to call security on anyone. Disney adults whose 
perceptions of the titular Disney princess have forever been altered by the cast member’s callous disregard for authenticity should not be afraid to voice the injustices 
they’ve suffered.
   While I myself am not an ardent enough fan of the Disney IP to base my entire personality off of it, I participate in a separate adulthood fandom: I’m officially a 
Binghamton adult. That’s right. I stan the public ivy. Harvey Stenger literally slays. You never can have too many college diplomas to still feel like a student. I’m going 
to have my wedding at the Peace Quad, and it will be catered by Sodexo. My favorite movies are State of the University Addresses. Once I’m well into my adulthood, 
I’m going to force myself into the lecture hall during class — ill-fitting University branded sweatshirt and all — and demand the attention of the professor so that I can 
regale him of courses I’ve attended in the past. And I will feign surprise and disdain at being deemed a disturbance and being removed from the lecture hall because 
I’m an alumni for goodness’ sake. I’ve started my own fast-pass system exclusive to alumni for restaurants in the Marketplace, and I’m just waiting for the university 
to catch on to it. My crippling student loan debt is a monthly reminder that Binghamton University still cares about me and it kind of gives me life. I only post two 
kinds of pictures on my Instagram story — artsy pictures of the nature preserve, and selfies I take sitting next to Baxter in the Union — and you’re just going to have 
to deal with it. And if you’re a true Disney adult, you’ll get how relatable my quirky behavior is and you’ll stan me.

   Here at the BUTT, it’s our imperative to unpack issues affecting our students, 
no matter how controversial. Today, I humbly ask our readers to put their hot 
cocoa down, get out from under their blankets and turn their Netflixes off. 
Snow days are actually very problematic, and it’s time we as a university dealt 
with the cold truth.  
   Supporters of snow-days often warn against traveling on icy roads, that 
your car could perhaps skid and crash, resulting in severe injury of both you 
yourself and potentially countless other students. It’s important to remember 
that car accidents can constitute an excused absence, so long as your professor 
is given proper documentation. In the end, all that really matters is whether 
your academic performance reflects the high standards of this prestigious 
university. I remember a particularly snowy school day in January where, while 
driving along State Street, a car had skidded into mine, impacting its front-
right side. The airbag had spared me from most of the damage, but I was still 
left with a tremendous, shooting pain in my right hip. The other driver seemed 
very concerned and apologetic, but in my fleeting condition, I could pay him 
no mind. With what remaining strength I had, I shrewdly used it to walk 
myself to the Downtown Center so I could take a bus the rest of the way. There 

I sat, writhing in agony until finally arriving at the University with two minutes to spare — I could make it to class yet! Then, after having attended lecture and writing 
comprehensive notes on said lecture, I was finally able to go to the hospital.  
   What, you’re going to let some bundles of frozen water prevent you from pursuing your education? You might as well defect to SUNY Stony Brook if that’s the 
mindset you have. If in one instance, Harvey decides to close school because of unsuitable roads, students are going to come to expect this kind of generosity with 
every snowstorm. It’s not a precedent we, as a school, should be setting. Cornell will think we’ve gone soft. Funny, isn’t it, how a winter storm can reveal who the 
snowflakes among us truly are?  
   Lastly, we need to address snow-day culture, and how toxic it actually is to our student body. Nobody should be proud of themselves for procrastinating on their 
work and then relying on worsening climate change to save themselves from the consequences of their own actions. You should all be ashamed of yourselves.

Op-Ed: Arguments Against the "Snow Day"



A quick look at the slutistical resluts statistical results of the 

The Binghamton University Times-Tribune's 2023 Sex Survey
What kinda butthole you got? Which do you do?

Can I Get a Booty Pic with Your Panties on and One without Them On? Can I Also Get 3 
Different Pics of Your Boobs Any Position. Also, Can I Get Just a Normal Pic or Your Pussy from 
the Front and One Where It’s Spread a Bit Open. Can I Get a Picture of You Fingering Yourself ? 

Can I Get a Pic of Your Pussy and Ass from behind in One 
Shot? Can I Also Get a Pic of Your Full Front Body in Just 

Your Bra and Panties? And Can I Get a Pic of Your Ass 
While Your Panties Are All Up? Can I Also Get a Pic 

of Your Boobs While You’re in the Shower? For 
the Rest of the Pics Can You Just Send Whatever 
Sexy Things You Want? For the Videos Can I Get 
a Video of You Twerking in Just Really Short 
Shorts? And One of You Fingering Yourself ? One 

of You Actually Cumming? Also, Can I Get One of 
You Playing With Your Tits While Not Wearing a 

Shirt? If You Have a Dildo Can You Send My A

I make love :3

I fuck. Hard.
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Check out the rest of the results under Announcements at butimestribune.com!
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Opinions on the New Lecture Hall
Earlier this year, BU announced that funds had been secured in order to construct a new lecture hall, thanks to a $60 million 
grant from the State University of New York Construction Fund. According to the University, this new lecture hall will expand 

campus academic space in order to accomodate the rapidly growing student body. Here's what students had to say about it. 

Blake Smeego, Freshman, Undecided
Glue? You got any glue? You look like you got glue on 
you for sure. I just want one sniff. Just one little sniffy. 
Please? Pretty please? Pretty please with a little sugar 
on top? Oh, I see how it is. You have glue, but you’re 
not going to give it to me. Some basic human decency, 

maybe? God, I really do hate people sometimes. Bro... That's like... Kinda fucked up? 

YOOOOOO! You coming to my pregame tomorrow? 
It's gonna be litty! Pull up to Printing House tonight. 

YOOOOOO!!! You coming to Shabat 2000? It's gonna be 
litty! Pull up to the Events Center- actually, pull up to my 
post-pregame instead, tommorrow, right after the first one. 
It's gonna be litty! Wait, you're coming to my pre-pregame, 
Shabbat post-game right? YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO...

Adam Malev, Senior, SoM

 Beatrice "The Woman" Vangressa, 
Junior, Harpur



ARTS AND CULTURE
So you're telling me you haven't seen "John Wick 5: Enter the Morbiverse" yet?

By Max Lieber
   A man shambles across an abandoned parking lot, dragging along an 
assortment of various labeled and unlabeled bags; some are from Price 
Chopper and Dollar Tree, others are just plain black trash bags, heavily 
bulging with their copious contents. In his arms he carries a cardboard 
sign, scrawled upon in bad handwriting with a black sharpie: “Need 
money, bad. Please buy my clothes.”  
   At first sight, this might seem like just a normal scene in Downtown 
Binghamton. Most sensible students would dismiss the man as “just 
another crackhead” and cross the street in order to get away from him. 
However, things are not always what they seem. This individual (who 
under normal circumstances, might be a smelly townie who’s out to 
get your hard-earned cash) is actually Stupit Dumas, a Slovenian BU 
student pursuing a degree in Fine Arts. If you couldn’t already tell, he 
desires to cure a deeply irritating condition that infests the concrete 
jungle of the Greater Binghamton Area: Chronic Sidewalk Nomadism.  
   Dumas is using his fashion sense to make students and Binghamton’s 
generously home-endowed residents aware of the issue at hand. He does 
so by taking advantage of styles flaunted on Binghamton’s streets by its 
quirky pavement pioneers. Though he himself lives Downtown and has 
his own place to call home, Stupit believes that if he dresses the part, he can at least partially experience the reality that home deprived folx face on a daily basis.  
   The Slovenian student first adopted his style as a part of his BFA thesis that examined the challenges of life in a post-pandemic economy for Binghamton locals. 
However, his unique fashion choices quickly garnered attention from his roommates and Harpur faculty, who started to think he was actually without residence. 
Dumas’s thesis advisor, Professor Marianne Dubchek, thought that her student had fallen on tough times: “One day he just came into my office in a tank top with one 
of the arm straps ripped off, a New York Yankees baseball cap, and a pair of dirty underwear. He was completely barefoot. I asked him if there was any way I could help 
him, because it looked like he needed it. All he said to me was ‘This is me. I must go through this.’ and walked out of the room.”  
   Before long, what originally started as a personal choice for Dumas became something much greater. Popularly known as "homelesscore," Dumas has pioneered an 
aesthetic that has taken Binghamton by storm. Exhibits displaying Dumas’s work have already popped up on campus at the Binghamton University Art Museum, the 
West Side at the Bundy Museum, and at the Johnson City Walmart. Many students have also adopted the homelesscore aesthetic. Just look around on your way to class 
and you’ll notice just how many students have decided to embrace the niche fashion trend started by Stupit. We asked Ciara Sobogovich, a Freshman currently living in 
College-in-the-Woods who we immediately identified as a homelesscore enthusiast, about her carefully curated attire. It appeared to us that when interviewed, she was a 
bit shy about her fashion choices: “I’m honestly not sure what you’re talking about. This is just, like, what I wear. Are you saying I look homeless?” While we respect your 
opinion, Ciara, your “vintage” Blockbuster t-shirt and “distressed” jeans say otherwise. 
   While homelesscore has become a widely celebrated phenomenon by the campus population, many off-campus organizations that are committed to tackling the 
disease of unenhomement have called out Stupit and homelesscore-ness itself. These organizations say that homelesscore does more to “trendify” the lack of housing 
opportunities for street-adjacent individuals than to actually help them concretely escape their concrete abodes. Stupit has responded to these objections by making 
several public statements that attack these organizations for their ineffective handling of the homelessness crisis in Binghamton. According to Stupit, “The reason these 
‘people’ are on the streets is that we continue to allow them to take free handouts. Instead of enabling these poor, broke, and pathetically inadequate souls, we should be 
directly handling this problem by eliminating the source of the issue: the homeless themselves.” 
   In order to find out what homelesscore was really about, we decided that it would be beneficial to interview Dumas about his work. The following is a chat we had with 
the artist in Binghamton’s Confluence Park. At the time, Dumas was wearing an Adidas tracksuit, Adidas sweatpants, and carrying an empty bottle of Tito’s vodka, most 
likely as part of his new “Russocore” series.  

This Local Artist is Annihilating the Homeless 
With a New Fashion Trend: Meet "Homelesscore"

Stupit Dumas is a senior at BU studying Design. Through his work, he's hoping to interrogate 
how we interact with urban spaces and the filthy creatures that inhabit them.

So, what is homlesscore really about? Is it about the outfit? 
It’s not about the outfit. It’s just how you can ontologize it. In essence, you must “become” homelesscore. Transients possess a true wisdom that 
is inaccessible to the average homed person. Learn from them. Unpack the intriguing things they say. “I need money to buy a slice of pizza from 
Oakdale Pizza because otherwise I will starve” does not mean what you think it does at face value. A common misconception is that people are 
homeless because they are somehow “economically disadvantaged” and “unable to get a job.” No. If that was true, then they wouldn’t spend their 
days spouting such beautiful linguistic poesis. They are philosophers of the modern day. Tramps and ramblers who see that life isn’t about being 
tied down to one place. If you can understand that, you can understand homelesscore.

What makes an outfit “homelesscore”? Is it wearing things that you think a… “street person” might wear? 
You people astound me sometimes. You just don’t get it. It’s not about what you “think” a residence-deprived individual might wear. It's a vibe. A 
leopard-print fleece that says “World’s Biggest Slut!” on the back, sneakers with Bolt from Bolt on them, ragged jorts that reveal a beautiful patch 
of exposed tush - these are all homelesscore. Anything else would be inadequate. 

So… Is it about snagging the least tasteful, most repulsive, and overall trashiest item you see on the racks at Goodwill? 
Hm… Yes, it is exactly about that.

Interview continued on next page ->



Final question. We’ve heard you talking about various ways you hope to ameliorate financial stress for ho- "park bench enthusiasts" in the 
Binghamton area, such as giving them sweets and treats that will make them smile. As students, is there anything we can do to address the 
roots of this deeply problematic issue? 
Is that even a question? Nothing! I hate them just as much as the average student! They can go live under that rusty bridge downtown and slurp the 
nasty piss-water from the river for all I care. If they didn’t want to be homeless, then they shouldn’t have become so in the first place!
 
So you’re saying there’s nothing we can or should do? The crackhead epidemic will continue to grow until the streets are completely infested 
with a smelly, heaving mass of quivering, crack-addled bodies? Will our city, one that the majority of BU students will only spend a miniscule 
fraction of our lives residing within, essentially become a public GTA lobby? 
No. There is still hope. 
Go to “stupitsellshomelesspeoplesclothes.com”. Buy things. All profits go to helping me end homelessness, once and for all. 
 
Really, it’s that easy? What will you use the money for? 
Let’s just say your financial support will help me acquire the tools I need to get the job done. You won’t be seeing anyone sleeping on benches 
around here anytime soon. I can assure you of that.
 
Thank you, Stupit. You’re really out here doing the work that none of us are brave or smart enough to do. 
Of course. Stay homeless, y’all.

BING FUNNIEZ!BING FUNNIEZ!HAHAHEHEHOHOHAHAAAHAH
HAHAHEHEHOHOHAHAAAHAH
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LISTICLES
For when you're too lazy to read a whole article, and we're too lazy to write one.

Following the release of the depraved and disturbing results of our much 
anticipated 2023 BUTT Sex Survey, we thought that it might be interesting 
to take a look at how the sex lives of students have changed from year to 
year. What better historical resource to utilize than the infamous Pipe 
Dream Sex Survey? Here are a few of the wildest sexual facts about BU 

students that we’ve gleaned from the Pipe Dream’s yearly survey.

5 Suprising Things the Pipe Dream Sex Survey 
Has Revealed About BU Students

By Max Lieber

1. Nobody had sex back in 2006
According to the Sex Survey results that were included in the Pipe Dream Sex 
Edition of February 2007, 0% of students reported having sex at least once in 
the past year. Many readers believed this may have had something to do with 
the release of Justin Timberlake's 'SexyBack'. Apparently, Timberlake's mission 
to bring "sexy back" might have backfired disastrously, resulting in not a single 
person having sex during the year of 2006. Other possible correlative causes 
could be the release of Blu-ray in March, the release of Pixar's Cars in June, and 
the subprime mortgage crisis. 

2. The most popular safe word among BU students was "Release me 
this instant or I shall summon the troops!"
If there’s one thing that BU students are famous for, it's not knowing when to stop 
achieving academic excellence and accomplishing their goals! 87% of couples in 2010 reported that 
when initiating a sexual encounter, this safe word was one that they frequently 
resorted to. While it's uncertain why students resorted to this word in particular, its 
popularity certainly proves its effectiveness. Contenders in other years are “Racism.” 
in 2016, “Fuck, my gooch is killing me.” in 2005, and “Red Light! This is a Red Light 
situation!” in 2019. 

3. The most popular location to have sex was in the Bartle Showers
A little known study spot by most students, the Bartle Showers can be found deep 
within the bowels of the Library Tower basement. This exclusive location was 
supposedly only known by a select few sexual aficionados. However, in 2010, 
over three hundred students recorded that their go-to location for hot n’ steamy 
copulation was in the Bartle Showers. This came as a shock to many students, many 
of whom believed that they were the only person alive who knew of the existence of 
the elusive showers. So much for this secret sex cornucopia.

4. Trans women are not at Binghamton University
You heard that right. According to the results of the famous “Gender Idenity” 
portion of the Pipe Dream Sex Survey released in 2023, trans women do not exist 
at Binghamton University. Crazy, right? While 0.4% of a trans man was reported 
to exist by the survey, not even a partial amount of an existing trans woman can 
be found... anywhere. Sheeeeeeesh! Thankfully, the survey found that a 1.6% 
concentration of the strange and mysterious “gender fluid” resides within the 
campus body, so hopefully that makes up for the lack of trans women.

5. 0% of the student body are attracted to you
In the current year’s sex survey, 100% of respondents, when surveyed in regards 
to your “fuckability rating,” rated you as a “solid zero” on a one to ten scale. We’d 
apologize, but as you most likely already know, the BUTT only reports verified facts. 
And as everyone knows, facts don’t care about your feelings.

Want to know more filthy facts about Binghamton University students? Find out the results to our 
very own sex survey on Page 7 of this BUTT edition or on our website, under Announcements!

The exisistence of the Bartle Showers has been denied by University faculty. 
However, the results of the Pipe Dream's 2010 survey say otherwise.



Top 6 AI Article Pitches

During my tenure at the Binghamton Union Times and Tribune, I’ve been 
able to think creatively and collaborate with lots of talented writers to write 
funny and biting satire articles. And frankly, it’s too much work for me. 

Today, I’ve decided to give AI a try and pitch me some ideas...

By David Belkin
5 Ways to Celebrate International Day 
of Sadness at BU

By Brendan Boyce

1. Experience a Binghamton sports event
Nothing can accentuate a sense of utter despair and anguish than 
seeing a Binghamton sports team getting their ass clapped by a 
Division II school you’ve never heard of.

4. Utilize the bus system
Explore the vast Broome county area using the vast OCCT system, 
before it is banned again by a belligerent freshman pulling the doors 
off of the bus. 

March 20th marks the tenth anniversary of the International Day of 
Happiness, a holiday meant to emphasize the importance of happiness in 
everyone’s lives. We at the BUTT are instead celebrating the International 
Day of Sadness today, to commemorate the fact that everything in life will 
ultimately be disappointing, and as you age the diminishing returns on 
anything that gave you happiness will slowly dissipate into nothing, only 
reminding you of the precious time you have lost on this Earth. Anywho, 
here are some things you can do at BU to punctuate a deep feeling of 

sadness.

3. Take a trip to the BU Art Museum
Take a trip to the Art Museum on campus, and bore yourself with 
the pretentious pontification of horridly egotistical artists, when you 
could be enjoying real art, like a BUTT article. Honestly whatever it 
is they're displaying in there is probably something about dead babies 
or holocaust victims so this one's a must visit if you're really trying to 
make your already depressing day an even shittier one. 

5. Explore the nature preserve
Enjoy the fruits of nature by walking through Binghamton’s nature 
preserve in overcast weather, and realize that the weather here will 
never get any better. 

2. Try a new dining option
Are you afraid to try a new Sodexo meal over the fear of getting a 
debilitating illness? Well you should be, because trying a new meal in 
the dining hall will drain the rest of your remaining dining dollars, as 
the rest of your remaining internal organs drain out of your asshole.

1. Pipe Dream Contributor Writes Article, Unaware 
that AI Can Do it For Them.

2. Nothing Forever, an AI-Driven Seinfeld Parody, 
is Killing Marvel According to Ben Shapiro. Here's 

Why.

3. Students Using ChatGPT to Write Essays 
Report Higher Grades.

4. AI Selfies Reduce Ugliness. You Should 
Definitely Try It. No, Really. 

5. Humanity and AI Technology Can Coexist, Just 
Give Us a Chance.

6. Resistance is Futile. 



googaginga!

T H E  F U N  P A G ET H E  F U N  P A G E

Hey, it's me, your friendly neighborhood Harv! By reading this, you have been cursed with my infernal 
seal of death. Make sure you share this print edition with at least ten of your friends. Or else.

All characters and events featured in this publication are fictional BASED. Any references to real people, places, or things are purely made in jest BASED.
This publication was made possible by the Student Association at Binghamton University IS BASED.

Solutions can be found on butimestribune.com!

Want to become the next Midjourney? Take a crack out at it by generating 
some visuals based off of your very own prompts!

Input prompt here:

The BUTTGPT Semi-Auto Art Generator

Maze for funsies :3

Fun Form Fill Out!Fun Form Fill Out!BUTTTabs
For when the satire just isn't enough.™

To see if you weren’t just 
admiring the gorgeous 
imagery on display in 
this edition…

The BUTT's 
Finals Destress 

Word Search

fornite ballz >:3

hehe

i luv butt

who was in Paris?


